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OPERATION: RADAR II 
ARES EmComm Training Event – Read All About It!   See Page 14… 

 

JUMP KIT SHOW-N-TELL 
Show Off Your Preparedness Arsenal   See Page 14… 

 

PREPARE FOR TOSRV 
The Premier 2-Day Bike Tour of the South! 

Your Ham Radio Adventure Awaits – April 20-21   See Page 5… 

 

 

 

March’s Meeting - Thursday, March 7th, 2013, 7:00 p.m. 
Please join us at the American Red Cross facility located at 1115 Easterwood Drive.  Page 3… 

 
The Tallahassee Amateur Radio Society meets at 7:00 p.m. 

on the first Thursday of every month. 
 
 

Talk-in is on the K4TLH repeater 147.030 (+.600, tone 94.8) 
 

 

Upcoming Events   See the K4TLH.net Calendar for more information 
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Radio Reunion 
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For FIELD DAY! 
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Editor’s Message     Training and Education - Keys to Success 

  

       What or who was your original motivation in trying for your Amateur Radio license?  Was it a 

family member or friend in the hobby where, through positive encouragement or peer pressure you 

found yourself wanting the same sense of joy they expressed? The joy that would somehow come 

from turning knobs on really fancy equipment while talking to folks all over the world? The glow of 

the tubes and dials might as well have been the glimmering lights of Times Square to you. 

 

       On the flip-side, maybe there was a practical draw to getting your ‘ticket’, such as a way for 

you and your friends to keep in touch, especially when in remote locations away from cell service.  

Perhaps you’re an electronics/computer buff and the allure of radio and all it implied was a natural 

draw.  But one thing’s for sure: You didn’t know anything then compared to what you know now! 

 

       What’s that?  Is it true that being a ‘ham’ makes you smarter?  Well, ‘educated’ is more correct.  There are several 

defining aspects to our avocation: Practicality, Service, Sociality, and Progression.  If you look at our Cardinal mandate, in 

FCC section 97.1, you’ll see that our founding fathers realized these necessary qualities. Part (a) expresses our ‘Service’ 

role as emergency communicators and a value to the public good. Part (d) and (e) purpose our continued efforts to 

promote ‘goodwill’ and expansion in our ranks. The Social aspect is promoted here. Hams are, in effect: ‘social creatures’. 

The very act of communication is that of making inter-personal connections. ‘Practicality’ is self-explanatory; if you need to 

communicate where phones don’t work – use a radio. You need a radio? Learn how to use or make one.  In a hobby that 

is so increasingly broad in scope, encompassing many fields of understanding, practice, and is instrumental in touching all 

walks of life – the core ideals of Sec. 97.1, to this day, still intertwines and serves as a solid foundation within it. 

 

Training and Education – 91.1 parts (b), (c) and (d) hit on the aspect of ‘Progression’, but all parts actually apply. We 

should consider continued education and active training the very backbone of Amateur Radio. It separates the technical 

experts from that of “appliance users”.  When we understand what goes on inside of the gear we use, not only is the 

course of modern technology carried forward by our experimentation and knowledge, but we can better use and repair our 

gear when we are called upon to serve… When we are ‘called upon to serve’, the training and education invested in our 

ability to ‘get the message across’ is a vital component in efforts to save real lives and property. 

 

       Since the FCC mandates (or at least, strongly suggests) that education, good practices and further training are 

practically required by law for you to legally hold your license grant… it’s safe to say, that if you’re one of those so-called 

‘hams’ that believes in ‘not knowing how the sausage is made, as long as it tastes good’… just order a rig online with your 

smartphone, push-to-talk and that’s all, then you may be skirting the law! But seriously; when you signed up to be a 

licensed operator, you bought into a philosophy. You conscripted yourself to a grand ole’ fraternity/sorority dedicated to 

the higher learning of the ‘radio art’.  And you’ll find that not only will you benefit from it but your world as well.  

  

       So how can TARS help you ‘progress in the radio art’?  Start off with the great presentations at each TARS meeting!  

Each speaker shares a wealth of experience and expertise.  Did you get to attend the Tech class in January by Phil, 

N4IPH, or the General class in February by Ivan, W4FWL? If you did, then I’m sure you passed well! TARS has 

traditionally offered training classes such as the EmComm course, and license prep classes. And, though peripheral to 

TARS, there’s the on-air EmComm Training Net. Then there are the occasional seminars, such as the Battery Power 

class a few years ago, and antenna-making classes.  If you have an interest in some part of the hobby, ask about it.  

Maybe we could garner interest in that specific topic. Speaking of specific topics; TARS has a list of ‘Elmer’ ham radio 

mentors whom can answer your questions or assist you in setting up a part of your station. Just ask. Do you have a talent 

or interest you think other hams might like? Bring it to light, and maybe we can make it a class! 

 

       Training in the Field – TARS has its share of ‘on-the-job’ training events!  Of course, these are the many races, get-

on-the-air days, and other major events such as Field Day.  When it comes to the ‘radio art’, nothing on Earth provides the 

same ‘hands-on’ learning experience as actually going out there and doing it.  From setting up stations to witnessing on-

air correspondence, with TARS you can experience nearly every aspect of Amateur Radio and have your questions 
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answered at the same time.  In just over a month TARS will lend our assistance in the TOSRV bicycle event, a tour that 

covers 100 miles of South Georgian backroads. This event takes at least three clubs to man the procession, so every ham 

we can get will help.  What a great training opportunity, especially one encompassing skillsets from emergency 

communications to public safety.  The ARRL Field Day will be here in a few months too.  For those that don’t know, it’s a 

two-day, emergency communications, food-eating, contesting ham-fest! So you want training, we’ve got it! 

 

       The hobby of Amateur Radio has blessed our world with advancements in technology, with facilitation in heroic life-

saving acts, and even in increased international goodwill.  What we learn and take from it is entirely up to ourselves, 

completely.  And we have a chance to contribute back to it as well.  If this grand avocation of old is to increase and 

survive through this century, then the key to our success as well as those that depend on our life-saving effectiveness to 

be there ‘when all else fails’ depends on our training and education. 

 

 

73, Mike Maynard, K4ICY  k4icy@arrl.net  (TARS VP/Editor) 

 

 

The Meeting    March’s TARS Business Meeting 

 

   Join us (the first Thursday of the month March 7
th

 - at 7:00 PM) at the Capital Area Chapter facility of the American 

Red Cross.     Topic of discussion will be on ARES and the roles our ECs, hams and served agencies play in the course 

of disaster events.     Regional ECs will attend to speak. – Don’t miss it! 

 

 

 

The Tallahassee +ARC+ is located on 

1115 Easterwood Drive (off of Capital 

Circle NE, just south of Hwy 90) between 

the animal shelter and the new ‘911’ 

county dispatch center, in the vicinity of 

Tom Brown Park and the National Guard 

Armory. 

 

   Bring your friends and family. The TARS meetings are welcome to hams and non-hams alike.  Interested in ham radio 

and wish to find out more?      Be our guests and let us tell you all about our hobby. 

“Talk-in” is on the K4TLH repeater 147.030 (+.600, tone 94.8).      Look forward to seeing you there! 

 

 

Speaking!    March’s TARS Meeting Presentation 

 

 

Join TARS, Thursday, March 7
th
, as David Miner, W4SKG, DEC of the Capital Area 

District presents an informative special showcasing the Amateur Radio Emergency 

Service, and the roles our Emergency Coordinators (ECs) and volunteer ham radio 

operators play when assisting our ‘Served Agencies’ and community in the course of 

communication emergencies and disaster events.  EC’s from the region will be our guest 

speakers. 

 
Learn about how ARES prepares and plans for action and how you, an Amateur Radio 

operator can participate.  This is one TARS meeting you don’t want to miss, because 

‘When All Else Fails’ – Amateur Radio will be there! 
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     Get On The Air Day -  TARS’s Bi-Monthly Mini-Field Day 

It was a worthwhile experience… 

       Saturday, February 16
th
 turned out to be chilly, wet and very windy. At least nine people showed, but those that did 

got a kick out of the event – especially Norm, K4GFD, who actually pulled out a camp chair to sit and watch in abject 

amusement while myself and two other missed at least twenty tries at throwing a water bottle over an open branch to pull 

a tow-line to hang a dipole antenna!  Later on it was stated by one ham that “in an emergency, you may not have your 

‘antenna cannon’, so as long as you can get on the air then it doesn’t matter what you use…”.  Okay.. I was the one that 

couldn’t hit the side of a barn with a Wouxun.  Stan, K4SBZ, brought the donuts! 

       There were two stations set up; one out under a grove of trees in front of 

the Red Cross’ parking lot and a cozy and warm station at the Red Cross radio 

room.  In the radio room, several hams got to play around with some of the 

rigs, and assisted new ham, Christa Bingel, KK4OAE, in testing out her new 

‘boat anchor’ transceiver.  The ‘outdoor’ station used an existing picnic table to 

set up three rigs; my Kenwood TS-130SE using an ‘inverted-V’ dipole cut for 

40m, a Yaesu 857-D using a Buddi-Pole portable antenna system, and an 

Elecraft KX1 Ultra-Portable CW Transceiver with a random wire antenna. 

 

       As I said, the weather was miserable, but part of my vehicle-bound jump 

kit includes a large tarp which was tied over the table proving that amateur 

radio is up to meet any emergency communications challenge.  A handful of 

hams stuck it out though the morning,   even a long-lost ham buddy that took a  

 

few years off from the hobby,   but decided to jump into the mix again and the GOTA-Day was a good chance. Each got 

opportunities to call ‘CQ’ and make good contacts, especially with 40 meters being very active that morning. Many hams 

out there were pleased to learn about our club’s small ‘exhibition station’. 

        Later, 10 meters opened up nicely and a ‘CQ’ happened up a ‘ZD7’ from St. 

Helena Island in the southern Atlantic, 6000 miles away! We passed pleasantries with 

5/7 signal reports both ways and I gave a good ‘73’… and another later, and another… 

The other guys there got a kick out of that.  But I couldn’t help but soon realize that; 

number one, this was my first, non-local 10 meter contact,  and second, the signal was  

great – and he was a ‘ZD7’!  10 meters turned 

out to be pretty fruitful with a couple of more 

contacts, one from Arizona with a 5/9.  One 

treat for me was taking a look at one ham’s 

KX1. It was kept in a waterproof container and 

operated with a genuine “flame proof” Navy 

key (shown on the Amateur’s Code, page 31). 

 

       A concern was voiced later about the lack 

of attendance to these events and that the 

attendees tend to be the ‘regulars’.    I’d like to  

 

concur, that this is glaring issue with our TARS membership. This particular event was implemented to get more new 

hams out and to promote fellowship. I also admit that the weather has a part to play as well. We have to work on 

participation and I’m open to some collaboration.  With that, there has been talk of consideration for more apt and public 

events such as holding it on the grounds of the High Magnetics Lab during one of their events, or maybe at the Fair 

Grounds. Pairing Amateur Radio with events with other more popularized avocations may prove fruitful in the future. 

       None the less, we’ll keep setting up these morning ‘Get On The Air’ stations one ever two months, because there is 

much fun to still be had out there.  Thanks to those that showed up and helped!  See you on the air! 

73! DE Mike, K4ICY k4icy@arrl.net 
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TARS Event    TOSRV South - 2013 

 

 

       Once again TARS is going to be assisting in TOSRV, the Tour of Southern Rural Vistas, a two- day fully 

supported bike tour across the backroads of North Florida and South Georgia.  This year the event takes place 

on Saturday April 20th and Sunday 21st, 2013.  The tour, hosted by the Capital City Cyclists, is available in 3 

versions:  A Standard Double Century (100 miles each day), a Metric Double (60 miles each day) and an Off 

Road Ride (75 miles each day with approx. 75% of route on dirt roads). 

       Day one of the Century Tour starts in Quincy, FL. and ends in Albany, Georgia, where everyone will enjoy 

a few beers, eat some great food and spend the night at hotel accommodations before riding back to Quincy 

via a different route on day 2. 

       TARS usually shares the support of TOSRV with the Thomasville and Albany radio clubs.  The distances 

are great and radio operations can be quite a fun challenge. Basically, an amateur radio mobile adventure! 

Alan Torledsky, W1ABT, will be coordinating the activity for TARS this year. Anyone interested in volunteering 

for this exciting event should contact Alan Torledsky, W1ABT at torledsky@msn.com 
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     The Radio Reunion - 2013 -  Food, Family and Friends 

The Thomasville Amateur Radio Club to host the 2013 Radio Reunion! 

       It’s always been an ambitious project. We knew it was before we started back in 2008. How’s the best way to get a large number of 

local hams under one roof simultaneously? And the ultimate question…why would we want to do this?   

       The answer to the first question is easy…FEED THEM!  

 

       The answer to the second question is also simple. If a situation came up 

where we’d have to work closely together, wouldn’t it be smoother sailing if we 

actually knew each other better beforehand? Still it is a daunting challenge to 

get so many Hams, and their families, to be in one place at one time.  

The date we’re looking at is the final Saturday in April, the 27th
. 

 
       Reunions are common in larger families, as the various branches in the 

“family tree” turn inward towards the “trunk” if you will, to see where they’ve 

come from. Love of the art of radio communications is the common “trunk” for 

our various clubs. 

 

 

       We most often find ourselves caught up in the gear and technical aspects of the hobby, but what we’re after with this event doesn’t 

actually involve the gear …it’s about getting to know the people behind the microphones, and the families behind those people. It’s not 

a tailgate party, and outside of a talk-in station, there won’t be any equipment set up. 

       What we’re after is a social event with actual face to face communications and fellowship. We want to get to know each other as 

people, without any radio traffic or bike riders needing to be dusted off stealing the limelight. A number of folks have membership in 

more than one club, but even so, each group represented is a little bit different and unique in its own right.  And, a good idea may be to 

have an informal meeting after the meal where the leaders of the various groups can tell a little about their group and what they have 

planned for the year 2013. The discussion should also be nothing really heavy because we want our families to attend this too, and 

they’re probably not going to want to hear a lot of long drawn out radio talk.  

       I do hope it will set the stage for those “long drawn out discussions” later on in a different setting, because we are all too close 

geographically not to have the other groups included in our long range plans and goals.  And, if you’re not a member of any of the local 

clubs, don’t be put off; we want you and your family to attend too!! 

       So what needs to happen beforehand to pull this off? The most important information we need is a very accurate head count of 

whom is going to be there and how many are coming with them. If we don’t have that, we risk either someone going home hungry, or 

that all of us will be eating barbecue chicken for several days after the event. And we need that count by at least April 15
th

 to assure 

we have time to get the chickens ordered.  

       The individual clubs need to get together to make sure that date is OK, and allow the members attending to begin planning on what 

kind of side dishes they’re bringing so we don’t end up with BBQ chicken and a lot of chocolate cake…not that chicken and cake is a 

bad combo, I’d just personally want more variety than that.  The “head count” and what side dish you’re bringing can be emailed to us 

at w4ucj@arrl.net and we’ll begin getting things set in motion.   

       We’ve chosen Morningside Methodist Church, in Thomasville, for the site as it is pretty easy to find and gives easy access 

despite what direction you’re coming from. The time chosen is 2pm and there are two reasons for that.  

       First is to have additional time to have the chicken finished. Second, we want it to be in the afternoon so the folks travelling the 

furthest don’t have to leave too early and can also be home before dark.  The church has a fenced playground to keep the kids (and 

some of the hams) busy. Again, we want this to be a fun family outing where we find out more about each other...  

       Talk it over with your family and give serious thought to coming to Thomasville on April 27
th

 and enjoying a meal with us… 

Best Regards,  Mike, KE4FGF - TARC President 

 
The Printed Circuit will post a final detailed advertisement in the April edition. –ed. 
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     The TARS Portable-Operations Trailer 

Formation of Work-Crew Required 

       What could be better than access to a ‘club hideout’?  A place where small contests or ‘get-on’ events can 

be held… a shelter to host an emergency communications operations.  We already have one!  Well, not quite. 

       This ex-FEMA trailer was brought to us by Randy, AG4UU, a couple of years ago and has served as the 

CW station shelter during the last couple of Field Days.  It’s in need of repairs – some issues serious!  

Including floor and window work. During the next couple of meetings, we’re going to have to form a work crew 

willing to first do the necessary repair, and then install the station equipment.  Think of the potential for having 

a fully-functional TARS radio-operations unit! 

 
The TARS trailer, located at K4GFD’s QTH. 

 
Work needs to be done. 

 
Floor repair needed. 

 

       If you want to know more about what you can do, or want to help in repairs: 

              Contact Norm Scholer, K4GFD, at k4gfd@tds.net 

   
 
Good place for a small mast? 

 
  Nice rack! …Needs Rigs. 

 
  Future radio room. 
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      HF – How Much Does It Cost?  -  By Stan Zawrotny, K4SBZ 

 
       So you just finished Ivan Cook’s General Upgrade Class and you are ready to take your General license exam. You’ve read about 

the exciting prospects of "DXing" stations in far-off locales, contesting with the cut-throat sports-stars of the airwaves, rag-chewing with 

hams of all walks-of-life in different states, both legal-limit and low-power, and exploring the digital modes and all the other exciting 

things that HF has to offer. But you are wondering how much it is going to cost you to get on the air once you get your General license. 

Or maybe you are still a Technician and haven’t started studying for your General because you think it costs too much to get an HF rig. 

Well, read on... 

 

        There're many ways to get that HF rig. The most obvious one is to 'pony up the coin' 

and buy a commercial rig from one of the many ham radio outlets. This is often the most 

expensive way to go, but don’t fear, there are rigs on the market that won’t break your 

budget. Commercial rigs fall into three plateaus: under $1,400; $1,400 - $2,000; and 

2,000 and above. In the lower group of commercial rigs, there are some fine transceivers 

for under a $1,000. These include the Kenwood TS-480 ($975) (prices approximate), 

ICOM IC-718 ($740) and the Yaesu FT-857D ($769), FT-450D ($930), FT-817D ($699) 

and FT-897D them and the next level is in the bells and whistles – mostly in the receiver 

end, but often in the added capabilities of the transmitter too; e.g., inclusion of digital 

modes. 

  

 

       But you don’t have to buy new! You can go to swap meets or hamfests and find some of these same rigs 'gently' used. Another 

source is on-line auctions such as eBay or some of the auctions that specialize in ham gear such as QRZ.com. For instance, at this 

writing, a Yaesu FT-450D is listed on eBay for $700, “Buy-It-Now.” Others are listed for less, if you bid on them, with bids starting as low 

as $400. Frequently, you will see ads in the TARS newsletter for items for sale. (In this issue's Trading Post on page 28 is one you 

can pick up today for $1000  -ed.). There has also recently been estate sales listed with some very good bargains. 

        Another way to get on the air is to buy a "boat anchor" which is ham-speak for an 

older “vintage” rig. These usually have vacuum tubes rather than transistors or IC's. 

They can be found at estate sales, hamfests or on eBay, often for around $200 or less. 

Many hams specialize in restoring vintage gear as part of their hobby and enjoy 

operating with these fond relics that “glow in the dark.” If you need help with a 

particular transceiver, check our 'Elmers' page on the TARS website, www.k4tlh.net, 

where you will find several hams listed under Vintage Equipment. You can also so a 

'Google Search' for information about specific rigs. Don't hesitate to consider a type-

type rig, you can learn how to use it with some 'Elmer' help. One newer local ham is 

now enjoying quality HF QSO's thanks to a little coaching. As a bonus, some older rigs 

put out 200 watts, and are often recognized as having a pleasing audio quality on-air.  

 

       If you are somewhat technically inclined, a very inexpensive way to get on the air with HF is with kit-building. There is a wealth of 

kits available. Most are single-band CW (Morse code), but some are multi-band SSB. Prices vary, depending on features as well as 

builder skill-level. But you can get a RadioKit-1 40 or 80 meter CW QRP transceiver kit based on the famous Pixie transceiver 

introduced many years ago on eBay for just $39. Again, our ‘Elmers’ page lists hams who can advise you on kit-building. Most kit rigs 

are QRP (5 watts or less) or low-powered which also comprises a particular niche of the amateur radio hobby. As your skill-level and 

knowledge of electronics increases, you may find yourself building rigs from scratch, soldering components together from schematics 

and enjoying the satisfaction that only comes from knowing you're on the air with something you made. 

 

 

       So, as you can see, there are a number of inexpensive ways to get on HF. Don’t let 

cost get in your way. You can get on HF for about the same cost as a 2-meter HT. Buy an 

used commercial rig, a “boat anchor” (vintage rig), or a kit. If you need help, visit the 

‘Elmers’ page on the TARS website and someone will help you get your new-old rig on 

the air.  Join in the fun of HF now! 

 

Stan, K4SBZ   K4SBZ.Stan@Gmail.com 
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From The Freezer    Elmer novelties and other frozen treats from Mike Maynard, K4ICY 

Station Grounding 

       In my continuing series on antenna basics for the new ham, I feel it's getting time to go from the ground up, as it 

were... A topic that often gets trodden under foot by many but is deeply embedded in the fertile soil of good Amateur 

practice by every wise man whom builds upon a good foundation. 

       Ok, ok: We're of course talking about an important subject concerning the safety and performance of every ham 

station - Grounding.  Many good articles in the QST and CQ magazines are devoted to the topic of station grounding and 

there are many considerations that are beyond the scope of my article.  I'm not an expert, and I only can provide 

suggestions, but in my time as a ham, I’ve seen a number of stations; both with adequate grounding schemes, as well as 

stations with NO grounding at all.  I'm aware that many newer hams fall in line with the bad perception that grounding is 

not really needed because they've done well so far without it, or perhaps they were never taught how to address the 

needs and care of a safe and properly operating radio station.  Let's just say that this topic is so important that it is found 

in every level of License class study manual. 

       For those that are new, what is Grounding?  It's a literal connection between the electrical potential of the Earth, your 

station equipment and antenna system. Not only does it provide that ‘counterpoise path’ that’s an integral part of your 

antenna system, but (potentially) a critical path between the sky and the earth during a lightning strike - hopefully keeping 

that lightning strike away from you and your home!  Lightning can not only harm your radio equipment, but you, your 

family and your home.  Your antennas can potentially act as lightning rods, though statistically, most damage to your 

home and electronics by lightning are from utility line hits nearby that can send lethal voltages and currents through your 

electrical wiring, cable and phone lines connected to your home. 

       Lightning Protection - There's no guarantee that a good 

ground path to ground will overt the full brunt of a lightning strike, 

but it can be some small measure of insurance.  Three years ago, 

a week before Field Day, lightning struck the high-tension utility 

line in my front yard!  All three of the super-high-voltage lines 

were severed and set my front lawn on fire.  The strike vaporized 

the phone and cable lines running into my neighbor's homes, with 

the side of one home catching fire.  Five homes were affected, 

but mine happened to have a buried phone line to my house, and 

we had no cable service.  Recently, I found evidence of an 

electrical fire in my phone terminal box.  One neighbor lost TV's, 

DVD players and PC's.  I lost major parts to my PC, including a 

nice video card and the power supply unit.  Consequently, my HF 

rig was not only plugged up to the antenna, but the end of one of  

 

my antenna elements was just over ten feet away from the high-tension line that was struck!  Needless to say, your 

antennas are metal and 'up in the air', so consider good grounding for that reason. 

        RF Performance - Good grounding can make or break the performance of 

your antenna installation as well as the quality of your signal.  But did you know 

that your grounding connection was for your RF safety too?  If you've never been 

burned by RF, I hope you never have to be.  When the impedances of your 

transmitted signal are not good and your antenna has nothing else to 'pull' 

against - you and your equipment become part of the antenna system – so look 

out!  Aside from RF safety, the other advantages to good RF grounding include 

not only increased performance in your antenna's signal radiation but reduced 

noise levels on receive.  You may actually notice a good two or three 'S-unit's 

deduction in static noise when you have adequate grounding. 
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       HF antennas perform best when there's a good 'counterpoise' or ground reference to work with.  Grounding in an 

antenna system is a complex and mysterious subject, especially to new hams, but it has a lot to do with 'impedances' or 

reactances and allowances that occur at RF frequencies. A term generally used with grounding and transmission lines 

such as your coax is the "skin effect".  With RF (radio frequency energy), electrons often travel along the outside surface 

(skin) of a conductor, so if the wire or metal used to connect your station to ground is too small, rusted or corroded, the 

resistances caused by those will impede the flow of RF. So, the larger the surface area of the conductors within you 

grounding system, the better the flow of RF energy between you radio and the ground.  If you skimp on the construction of 

your grounding system, you'll only pay for it later by RF burns, poor signal performance or even lightning. 

Here are some considerations to follow in implementing your station grounding scheme: 

 Common Grounding Point - All of your transceivers and station 

equipment must be connected to a common tie-point!  This is an 

important topic discussed in the license manuals.  A large copper 'buss-

bar' or piece of copper pipe can serve well as a main tie point. And even a 

terminal lug may work. When multiple paths are used to connect different 

devices, 'ground loops' often form and RF has trouble making complete 

paths through the antenna system. Some transceivers lack the binding 

post with the wing-nut that larger rigs have for chassis-grounding.  If this 

is the case, the simplest solution is to use a very short coax jumper 

between the rig and tuner, amp or wattmeter which is grounded, so that 

the outer-braiding of the coax jumper can act as ground. 

 

Surface Area - It is not advisable to use any wire for grounding over 10-gauge. And even larger solid-conductor wire such 

as 6-gauge does not have the same RF surface area as a wide copper strap.  You should also try to avoid using copper 

braid such as that found in larger coax cable as the many braided wires do not guarantee a clean path for RF.  Copper 

pipe is great to use as well, and is often cheaper and easier to procure than 'official' copper-strapping. It can be flattened 

at each end to provide a good contact surface for the ground rod and station gear. 

Use copper - You can ‘bond’ your ground line to a steel water pipe if it happens to be buried in 

the soil at some point and not separated by plastic fittings, but non-copper conductors should 

only be used as a compromise.  They will never work as well as an electrically-friendly metal 

such as copper.  Some wire or strap is really steel plated in copper.  They should work, but 

remember that time and rust will eventually claim them. 

 

 

Grounding Rods - 8' ground rods are readily available at any hardware store 

for $10-$20, and they sell terminal lugs that will allow for tight bonding 

connections.  In northern Florida soil, ground rods generally go in the soil pretty 

easily, but you'll most likely have to use a small sledgehammer to help.  If the 

water table is closer to the surface than your grounding system will work better.  

Copper pipes should also work as a substitute.  The number of ground rods you 

should have is a topic of contention for some. Some say that you should have 

many spread apart the same distance as each are long, while others caution 

that the effective range is only about five feet.  There's no doubt that antenna  

 

performance will improve with more grounding, but make sure they are adequately 'bonded' to each other with heavy-

gauge wire.  Most hams, especially in the mineral and moisture rich soils of Northern Florida should find fine performance 

with just one. 

Dissimilar Metals - You should not directly connect your copper ground line to the galvanized steel of a tower or to any 

other dissimilar metals due to 'galvanic reaction'.  When different metals such as copper and iron contact and interact, 

especially with added water, acid or salt, ionized electrons flow between the metals and chemical reactions happen. This 

is how electroplating and batteries work!  Copper oxide is that greenish-colored substance that forms on the surface of 

copper and it's not conductive.  Corrosion adds resistance to electrical connections and can ruin any benefits intended 
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from your grounding system.  The use of stainless-steel washers and bolts between connections can greatly reduce the 

possibility of corrosion but to be sure solder or weld any connections if possible. 

Bonded Coax - If you have a tower, run the coax feedlines against the metal columns and physically solder electrical 

connection-points between them ant the outer coax braid in various places along the tower whenever possible. This will 

give lightning a chance to 'see' the Earth hopefully before it enters your home. 

Lightning Mitigation - Your most important concern is to keep lighting outside of your 

home!  Aside from tower-to-ground bonding or any other consideration, there are two 

implementations you can take to better your chances against a close lightning strike. Notice 

I said ‘close’.  ‘Direct’ strikes follow the rules of nature… One is to add what's called a 

'ground plate'. Think of it as a large, thick sheet of steel that can serve as a bulkhead for the 

cables that enter your house. This is not the window pass-through plates sold in catalogs, 

but a sheet of metal, perhaps less than a foot-square that can either be placed on the side 

of your home's wall or more preferably a foot or two away.  Once adequately bonded to your 

grounding rod, it should present a good point for lighting energy to be bypassed before 

entering your home. Step two is most important and should be required by all ham stations; 

and that is a ‘lightning arrestor’, or 'PolyPhaser'.  This is a special component that goes in- 

 

line with your feedline coax and serves to shunt lighting energy to ground with a special gas-filled cartridge that essentially 

disconnects your feedline if lighting passes. Though, not a fool-proof solution, every implementation helps. 

      Like I mentioned, I’m can only provide suggestions and guidelines, and there are many good sources 

found on-line, in magazines and books to help educate yourself more on how to adequately provide safe and 

effective RF/electrical grounding for your station.    In Phil's article this month he talks about shack safety and 

organization.        A  practiced  and  professionally minded  Amateur Radio operator  maintains a clean  and 

 organized station. Wires are neatly managed and all pieces of equipment are grounded 

properly if required. ...a true hallmark of a good operator.  Many say that if your yard's tree-

tops are higher than your antennas then the lightning will most likely avoid your metal 

structures. But this is a foolish consideration, and I should know.  If lightning would have 

struck the antenna instead of the utility lines, just a little over the suggested ten feet in 

distance away, my ham shack and home would have suffered the brunt!  Don't take 

chances; maintain your station grounding standards. And in the bargain, you’ll probably 

make more and better contacts. 

 

73! DE Mike, K4ICY k4icy@arrl.net 

 

TESTING!  TESTING!  TESTING!   Get Licensed – Get Upgraded 

 
 

 
TARS – ARRL: 

The next TARS license exam session will be held April 2
nd

. 

Stop by Tuesday, April 2
nd

 at The American Red Cross HQ, 1115 Easterwood Drive, near 

Tom Brown Park. The session typically starts at 7:00 pm. Bring a photo ID and $15, cash or 

check.
 

 

TARC – W5YI Group: 

Offering testing once a month on the third Saturday of each month (March 16
th

) 
at the Thomas County EOC located at 1202 Remington Avenue in Thomasville, GA. 
The cost is $14 and two forms of ID are required, one with a picture. Children require a SSN 

to process. For more information please visit:  http://thomasvilleamateurradioclub.com/ve-

team/ or contact Mike Brown, KE4FGF at ke4fgf@arrl.net or phone 229-226-5060. 
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     How Safe Is Your Ham Shack? -  By Phil Ashler, N4IPH 

 

       I read an interesting article a few days ago by Patrick Tice, WAØTDA, the HandiHam Manager, 

about safety in the various areas of our hobby.  He was thinking back on a recent ARRL Field Day 

making point of some of the “good housekeeping” he observed at several of the operating positions; 

coax feedline neatly coiled up on a hook and secured with plastic wire ties was one of the first things 

he mentioned in the article.  Pat asks the question: what topic is so important that it is found in EVERY 

Amateur Radio Question Pool? 

 

 

       After working on a small project do you return the tools you used to the tool-box or do you simply leave them on the 

desk under a pile of papers because you know you might need them later?  Then in a week or so you look for the wire-

cutters or the special tool and it is nowhere to be found!  He remembers visiting several ‘ham shacks’, one in particular 

where a ham was running a tube-type rig located under a pile of papers, another had a weed-filled yard with hidden wire & 

antenna parts - a natural obstacle course.  Pat admits that he hasn’t always been the best example of tidiness over the 

years.  Like most of us, he had several projects going on at the same time, not finishing one before he started another.  

You may have guessed the correct answer to Pat’s question above: it was Element “0” SAFETY, the final element in the 

question pools for all classes of Amateur License.  RF Safety, wiring, tower safety, grounding, dangerous chemicals & 

toxic gases, shock hazards and power line dangers are also covered in all the question pools.  Pat continues with several 

pieces of advice on how “he” has managed to keep his operating position, feed lines and antennas as safe as possible, 

not only for himself but for others; including visitors, children and pets. 

You might want to read his article and seriously consider his advice: http://www.handiham.net/node/1347 

 

       Back to this article’s initial question: How Safe Is Your 

Ham Shack? How safe is your operating position… your 

feed lines and antennas?  After reading Patrick’s article I 

started to look around my place to see how many “safety 

violations” I could find. It didn’t take long to start a list; 

electrically, my place is pretty safe.  I have a “master 

cutoff” switch in both operating areas as well as in my 

main house.  I have “most” of my equipment connected to 

a ‘common ground’ and a ground rod buried outside the 

shack.  My tower is also grounded and physically secured 

with the recommended wire guying support. The coax is 

high enough to prevent any problems.  I make a habit of 

disconnecting my antennas outside the shack and also 

tossing the coax away from the building.  The electricity is  

disconnected unless I’m physically in the shack or at the operating position.  So far I’ve been pretty lucky from Mother 

Nature’s wrath except for the time a close lightning strike came in through the ‘common ground’ taking out two rigs. A 

neighbor’s tree decided to split the roof of my workshop/shack during a tropical storm a number of years ago. While we’re 

looking at ‘operating positions’; how safe is your ‘mobile’ shack? 

       How many wires, microphones, rig control-heads and other assorted items does a 

ham’s vehicle have to have before it becomes a potential safety hazard?  I’ve seen 

some of the mobile “stations” of hams in the area and they look like the “NASA Control 

Point” during a Shuttle launch!  They’re a big jump from just the simple HT we all had 

20
+
 years ago.  I have seen some setups that were very neatly organized and others 

that had a ‘little cleaning up to do’.  While writing this, I heard a news report on a local 

radio station that the Florida Legislature with pressure from the AARP was pushing for 

an “anti-texting” bill.  What do you think would happen if they looked inside one of our   

“all band, all mode, digital rolling communication vehicles”? 
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       How safe is your mobile installation?  Do you have wires, microphones, antenna leads, coax switches and multiple 

transceiver heads scattered all over your front console (like the picture)?  How are you able to comfortably reach, let alone 

adjust anything on your variety of equipment?  Do you know what microphone goes with which radio?  Are you able to 

keep your eyes on the road and still carry on a conversation with all that stuff to worry about?  There are several very 

good articles on how to safely install your Amateur Radio equipment; one I found most interesting was on the website 

eHam.net by Alan Applegate KØBG: http://www.eham.net/articles/20723   

       He warns about putting equipment where it may interfere with air-bag 

deployment in case of an accident, and states that ”Air Bags are not filled with 

air… their contents include cornstarch, glass particles, nitrogen, potassium 

nitrate, silicon dioxide, sodium azide (a Class A explosive, and a dangerous, 

carcinogenic inhalant), sodium bicarbonate, sodium hydroxide, talcum powder, 

and several different oxides. Ranging from benign to hazardous, these chemicals 

are involved in exploding the air bag (typically made of nylon) in less than 200 

milliseconds.”  Alan covers other topics such as mobile antennas; both mag-

mounts and permanently installed antennas. Also, where to mount the main unit: 

not under the seat as it’s one of the hottest areas of the vehicle. 

 
       I’ve only touched on a few of the topics that concern safety in the Ham Radio hobby. If you wish to get more 

information; simply do a Google Search on “Safe Amateur Radio Installation” and see what you can find. There’s a lot of 

information and tips from our fellow Amateurs. 

de Phil, N4IPH philashler@comcast.net 

 

TARS Officers    Who’s in charge here anyways?  Positions available – Enquire inside… 

 
President:  Dan Moniz, KI4HGO 
Vice President:  Mike Maynard, K4ICY 
Secretary:  Larry Pushor, KI4MAJ (official) 
Treasurer:  Nick Adams, W4EAF 

TARS Committees: 
Repeater Trustee #1: Randy Pierce, AG4UU 
Repeater Trustee #2: Vacant 
Newsletter Editor: Mike Maynard, K4ICY 
Equipment Manager: Steve Welsh, AD4E 

 
Education: Phil Ashler, N4IPH 
Testing Coordinator: Alan Terrell, N4KGT 
Webmaster: Melissa Raulston  
Public Information Officer: Vacant 

 

TARS Elections – Will be held at the June 2013 Business Meeting.  A special elections committee will be formed 

prior to election time and a ballot should be provided via email and discussion will be held at the May 2013 meeting. 

Only paid TARS members will be allowed to vote on TARS officer positions.  Currently, the position of TARS President 

and TARS Secretary will be open with no contention. 

 

The Lunch Bunch    Enjoy the Buffet! 

        Join us Fridays, about 11:30 a.m., at the Golden Corral on N. Monroe Street for lunch!  The 

Lunch Bunch gathering on Fridays is a grand opportunity, not only for folks to meet and greet each 

other, but to discuss topics of interest that can’t really be done in the club setting – the Lunch Bunch is 

waiting for you! A club away from the club, this is sometimes the only chance some hams get to make 

that “eye ball” contact when they’re not able to make the TARS meetings.  Invite your friends and 

family to join in and please think of the hams with special needs that would also enjoy the good 

company of other hams. Providing a little transportation maybe all that’s needed.  Here’s your chance 

to get that HT programmed!  Bring your appetite and great stories and enjoy the grand buffet! 

Just look for all the antennas outside…  See ya’ there! 
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EmComm    Emergency Communications • Training - Preparedness - Action - Service 

 

Jump Kit Show-‘n’-Tell Night   April 4, 2013 

       Join us at the April 4th TARS Business Meeting, 7p.m. at the Red Cross and bring in your Jump Kits and 

Go Kits!  We plan on arranging the tables at the Red Cross to allow hams to display their kits so that all 

members can walk around the room to check each one out. 

       Every ham should have a Jump Kit!  Why, you ask? 

You don’t have to be into emergency communications or 

be a member of ARES to have one.  You never know 

where you’re going to be or what’s going to happen, 

whether there’s a natural disaster or you find yourself in 

need, a Jump Kit can save your life and others! 

 
 
       What’s in a Jump Kit?  In a nutshell, whatever 

radio mode you’re into, make sure you have 

enough parts and battery power to last 72-Hours.  

Make sure you have enough survival goods such 

as food, water, first aid, money and clothing for at 

least 72-Hours. And make sure you have your ID’s 

such as your driver’s license and ‘ham ticket’, as 

well as phone numbers, repeater frequencies and 

rig instruction manuals… but it’s up to you… 

 

 

 

       Every ham’s kit is different.  That’s why we’re showing them off!  Find out how others pack their portable 

stations and discover what you can do to perfect yours.  Every ham, whether EmComm-minded or not NEEDS 

to attend this TARS event.  BE PREPARED – SEE YOU AND YOUR JUMP KIT THERE! 

 

 

OPERATION RADAR II 

Operation RADAR II:  ARES®  Role Elevated in Major Florida Interoperability Exercise 

Florida's Division of Emergency Management (FDEM / Found at http://www.floridadisaster.org/index.asp) undertook a 

huge effort to design, conduct and evaluate a statewide interoperable communications exercise entitled "Operation 

RADAR II," which was held February 4-8, 2013. During the multi-day exercise, teams from numerous disciplines from 

state, county and city agencies rolled mobile communications units to, and worked from, the National Guard's Camp 

Blanding in northeast Florida. The plan was to establish communications networks and pass messages testing 
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connectivity among one another and with county EOCs and Public Safety Access Points (PSAPs) located throughout the 

disaster-prone state. The goal was to fully integrate multiple communications systems into an effective emergency 

communications network.  

Objectives included the identification of shortfalls in resources, limits in capabilities, and conflicts in planning for 

interoperable communications; demonstration of the ability to communicate throughout the emergency response 

community and establish interoperable voice and data communications between federal, state, and local first responders; 

evaluation of response partners' ability to share necessary, appropriate data in all environments; and the demonstration 

that all response partners can effectively share information between communication modes.  

The scenario was an event that involved two hurricanes directly impacting Florida, one from the Atlantic and one from the 

Gulf within ten days of each other. The effects were catastrophic with numerous lives lost and widespread displaced 

populations. All critical infrastructure was severely impacted with much of the state without power, major transportation 

concerns, and widespread communications breakdowns and failures. Regions 3, 4, and 5 were hardest hit and needed 

interoperable communications support from the other four regions, state and federal resources. The budget for the 

exercise was $400,000, according to Bob Little, KK4OAI, FDEM's Communications Grant Manager. 

ARES played a major role in this exercise for the first time, thanks in large part to the efforts of dynamic Northern Florida 

Section Manager Paul Eakin, KJ4G, and ardent supporters of Amateur Radio on the staff of the mega state EOC at 

Tallahassee. FDEM's Amateur Radio Unit, managed by Eakin, served as the Command Post/Auxiliary State Warning 

Point and as the hub for message and request routing and tracking via the state's Internet-based Constellation system. 

Kimo Montague, K4IMO, a veteran state emergency communications tech, ran this function from a position within the 

Amateur Radio tent.  

The interoperability aspect provided by Amateur Radio was 

manifested by radio amateurs deployed with the various other 

teams and mobile units situated at distant locations throughout 

the large military campus, and around the state. Estimates of 

50% to 75% of the field teams/units had active radio amateurs 

handling traffic with the CP/ASWP Amateur Radio tent. For 

example, a message originated at a county emergency 

management unit could be sent by one of the agency's radio 

amateurs to the CP/ASWP tent via any one of several 

frequencies and modes, and then a radio amateur there would 

process it, log it, and send it to its destination unit via the 

appropriate frequency and mode. Thus, the message crosses 

jurisdictional and functional lines in a flash: Interoperability 

achieved, routing via Amateur Radio.  

The exercise was run under the NIMS Incident Command 

System, with COMLs in charge of the Communications Units, 

and with all ICS log, message, and other forms used.      Several 

 

 
 
Ray Cook, WD4SEN, runs the Winlink 2000 HF E-Mail 
position from the FDEM's Amateur Radio Unit tent, 
Operation RADAR II. Cook is the Assistant EC for Clay 
County, Florida. (K1CE photo) 

radio amateurs participated as newly minted certified Auxiliary Communications (AUXCOMM) operators, including Jeff 

Capehart, W4UFL, Alachua county's EC and RACES Radio Officer, who brought a mobile crank-up tower and station. 

(The Auxiliary Communications course has been developed and implemented by the Department of Homeland Security's 

Office of Emergency Communications, for radio amateurs; one course has been given in Florida so far). 

If any player needed to communicate with the State Warning Point, they were directed to contact the Amateur Radio unit, 

serving as the command post and auxiliary State Warning Point. FDEM communications officers were in the Amateur 

Radio tent for this purpose. Other inter-agency and/or inter-function messages were handled in the same way. The 

primary communications platforms were two HF stations on voice LSB, one on 3950 kHz and the other on 7242 kHz; and 

an array of two-meter FM simplex frequencies for direct, point-to-point locale coverage. NVIS dipoles were deployed for 

the HF stations. The goal was communications redundancy, so several back-up bands and modes were tested as well. A 
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portable UHF FM repeater (KJ4G) provided intra-site tactical communications for Amateur Radio Unit team members. 

Five different 2-meter FM simplex frequencies were available for inter-site communications, all with the call sign KA4EOC, 

the state EOC's station call sign.  

On the digital mode side of the operations, several positions in the tent were dedicated to different systems, including the 

Southeastern Emergency Digital Associations Network (SEDAN / Found at: http://www.fla-sedan.com/index.html), an 

extensive net on 145.77 MHz of traditional packet radio nodes heavily invested in Florida. An Automatic Packet Reporting 

System (APRS / Found at: http://www.aprs.org/) node (N2DB) was active on 144.39 MHz, tracking the movement and 

locations of most of the players on the exercise field. A separate tent housed two WinLink (a global radio e-mail system – 

WinLink / Found at: http://www.winlink.org) stations, one on a VHF (145.63 MHz) network, and the other on an HF (3593 

kHz) net, for sending and receiving e-mail-formatted messages. The SEDAN and APRS modes were managed by Barry 

Isbelle, N2DB, and the Winlink stations were run by Jim Winfrey, KJ4SBG, and Ray Cook, WD4SEN, the Assistant EC for 

Clay county, Florida. 

Digital Smart Technologies for Amateur Radio (D-STAR Found at: http://www.icomamerica.com/en/products/amateur/dstar/dstar/default.aspx) 

Reflector 46C and a D-STAR "Ratflector" for D-STAR emergency text messaging using the D-RATS (Found at: 

http://www.d-rats.com/documentation/3-manual/) platform, along with a ‘Mesh’ node, were operated and managed by 

Assistant SM Donna Barker, WQ4M, for all player communications, but especially for communications with State assets, 

including the State EOC at Tallahassee, and the rolling mobile ‘back-up’ EOC that was deployed to the exercise field. The 

State's mobile back-up EOC, packed with radios and computers, can perform all of the Emergency Support Functions 

(ESFs) when the hard EOC at Tallahassee is taken out in a major disaster. Ms. Barker is a communications and network 

analyst/expert.  

 

 
 
Assistant SM Donna Barker, WQ4M, managed the D-
STAR, D-RATS and Mesh network functions, and 
served as network analyst/expert. Barker was 
responsible for communications connectivity with the 
State's rolling back-up EOC Van. (K1CE photo) 

 Another Amateur Radio Unit tent station position was reserved for 

Red Cross communications. John Reynolds, W4IJJ, 

Communications Officer for the Florida Red Cross (state level), 

monitored and received messages via the tent's 2-meter Call 

Channel on 147.585 MHz, and then relayed the messages via 

KGB-223 on the Red Cross frequency 47.42 MHz, which was also 

used to communicate with rolling Red Cross van/units out of 

Jacksonville and Gainesville. These van/units are used primarily for 

Mass Care and Feeding functions for the Red Cross.  

The content of all the exercise messages was not as important as 

the connectivity: The goal was to have almost instant and reliable, 

effective and efficient connections across an incredibly diverse 

universe of public safety entities - from towns, cities, counties, the 

state, and the feds (FEMA), for every conceivable function, 

including not only the usual, traditional ones, but some that do not 

readily come to mind when thinking of disaster management, such 

as mapping units (the Alachua County Mobile Mapping Unit); radio 

shops (City of Jacksonville Radio Shop); Civil Air Patrol (Florida 

Wings); Florida Department of Health - IT Security; Florida Fish and 

Wildlife Conservation; Seminole Tribe of Florida; and mortuary 

services - to name a few. 

The exercise was highly successful, and Amateur Radio not only rose to the challenge, but most certainly rose in the eyes 

of the professional emergency management community it served during this massive exercise. I'll have more on this 

exercise in next month's issue and in QST's Public Service column.  – Richard Palm, K1CE 

 

Copyright © 2012 North Florida Section Manager Paul Eakin, KJ4G. All Rights Reserved.  kj4g@arrl.net 

https://www.arrl-nfl.org/News/RADAR.htm    
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LEON ARES    Serve with the Leon County Amateur Radio Emergency Service 

 

Leon County Has New AEC’s 
 

       Leon County ARES has just added two new AEC inductees into its fold. AEC’s (Assistant 

Emergency Coordinators) are the backbone for the effectiveness of a county’s EC 

(Emergency Coordinator). AEC’s assist the EC is managing a well-coordinated ham radio 

volunteers response when ‘all else fails’. 

 

 

 

Erik Brook, KC4NVU, and Jonathan Liedy, KK4JWK, 

join Mike Maynard, K4ICY as AEC’s for Alan Torledsky, W1ABT, EC. 

       Erik and Jonathan are enthusiastic, energetic and are bringing many new ideas to the mix such as more public 

awareness of ARES and Amateur Radio EmComm, as well as plans for a new on-line wiki to be a current and timely 

resource for both non-EmComm and ARES volunteers alike serving Leon County.  They’ve been training and increasing 

their knowledge in emcomm and increasing their message handling skill set, as well as garnering required ARES and ICS 

certifications. Efforts are also underway to acquaint them with Leon County’s served agencies and associated officials. 

Are you interested in ‘EmComm’?  Would you like to use your talents and radio skills to assist Leon county 

agencies like LCSO, ARC, and local hospitals when disaster strikes? Consider the rewards of helping save the day… 

Alan Torledsky, W1ABT Leon County EC and his AEC’s are given the charge to structure a timely emergency 

communications response when and where needed. As an Amateur Radio Volunteer, you can have a vital part to play. 

Whether it be as a message handler for a Red Cross shelter, or a ‘shadow’ assistant for a public official – Emergency 

Communication Training is important and should be done ASAP before a disaster strikes!  The more you (as a ham) 

knows about what you can do in event, the better able you able to assist the EC and AEC is coordinating ‘less-than-active’ 

hams when they arrive on the scene willing to serve, but lacking skills. 

Taking EmComm courses, learning how to handle messages, and building you own ‘Go-Kit’ are just some of the tools that 

not only help the efforts of ARES, but will prepare yourself as well. 

 

To learn more or to volunteer,  contact one of the AEC’s or contact Alan Torledsky (EC) at torledsky@msn.com 

 

RF Interference    QRM From Local Utilities?  -  Contact Alan, W1ABT 

 

    Are you getting unusually bad ‘buzzes’ and arcing noises on your HF receiver that you can’t eliminate even when you 

cut your home’s main power, chances are the interference is coming from the city utilities power system.  Aging lightning 

arrestors and insulators are often the cause of strong RFI. The city of Tallahassee has an award-winning utilities 

department and perhaps one of the best-kept systems in the world!  The city will work to remedy your power utilities RFI 

issues.  First: do your part as an Amateur Radio operator to SAFELY investigate all possible causes, even if it’s just with 

an AM radio and a brisk walk around the neighborhood. A detailed report will allow the experts to pin-point an issue and 

will cut down on unnecessary city expenses. Then: All you need to do is ask. 

Alan Torledsky, W1ABT, will work with city officials on your behalf.  And in good time, you’ll be on-the-air again…  

Contact Alan at torledsky@msn.com 
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Weekend Radio    Electronics Projects You Can Build  •  By Mike Maynard, K4ICY 

The Electronic Cat-Bird   -   Try out this simple audio oscillator circuit, and annoy your family. 

       Here's a fun little circuit your budding electronics-building youngsters should get a kick out of... while annoying the rest of the 

family!        It's a simple audio oscillator designed to make (rather unconvincing) animal noises; both a cat's 'meow' and a 'chirping' bird. 

 

       The heart of this circuit should be one for you 'Extras' to recognize: a "Hartley" oscillator which 

forms it's oscillation by use of two inductors (T1's transformer primary windings with center tap) and 

a capacitor (C2), arranged together to form a resonant tank. The 'tank' circuit is resonant because, 

while capacitors, to some degree resist the flow of DC signals, inductors resist the flow of AC 

signals. And where they have a mutual affinity for a certain frequency, they are essentially more 

resonant there. Feedback is provided via C1 (pulled through the center tap of T1) to the base of 

Q1, a PNP transistor that provides both oscillation and amplification. T1 also does 'double-duty' 

while providing the resonant inductors for the Hartley tank circuit; it also matches the 8 ohm 

speaker's impedance to the oscillator circuit. As the base of the transistor 'sees' more positive 

current from C1, the collector-to-emitter path allows for more negative current at a larger value. 

The implied sine wave signal is now 'amplified' to a greater level, but it is thus inverted. When the 

base signal goes up, the collector's part goes down. It is through the transformer action of T1, or 

the total inductor series that 'flips' the sine wave signal 180 degrees in phase. So a large signal 

value (in phase) is applied to the base and thus oscillation is allowed to be self-sustaining. 

 

       While the oscillator provides a 'musical tone', it's the 

other particular discrete components in this circuit that 

give it its characteristic sounds. When S2 is selected to 

"Cat", C3 charges and Q1 eventually is driven to 'shut-off' 

state. Oscillation is halted at this point. As the electrolytic 

capacitor begins to fully charge current is restored to the 

transistor as the capacitor starts to block DC current. 

Audio is then allowed to be produced at a full level.  This 

action almost sounds instantaneous, but as soon as S1 

is released and the battery is taken off-line, C3 performs 

a second action as it then provides a small amount of 

reserve power to the oscillator. As the voltage and 

current is reduced both the volume of the tone and even 

frequency of the oscillation takes a dive giving that 

characteristic cat 'meow' sound!  R2+R3 allow the 

frequency of oscillation to change so you can vary the 

pitch of the sound. Just Push the button while spinning 

the dial to get your transistorized pet a-talkin’! 

 

       Things get a little interesting when S2 is switched to 

"Bird" mode: Capacitor C3 is now charged more slowly 

through resistor R1. But once C3 is charged and current 

is reduced or stopped through Q1, C3 is now able to start 

a discharg cycle through the base-emitter junction of Q1. 

This is kind of a secondary oscillation, in a way at a 

much slower rate, yields that characteristic 'chirping' 

sound! In this variation, R2 and R3 will affect the 

charge/discharge cycling of C3/R1 and the 'chirping' 

speed can be increased or decreased. 

 

 

       Some other notes about this circuit:  Understanding the characteristics of each of the major types of basic oscillator designs will 

help give you better understanding of radio dynamics.  The Hartley oscillator is especially useful at higher radio frequencies. You can 

feel free to change any part of this circuit to experiment with the "zoo" of possibilities. However, you should not reduce R2's value at 22k 

or reduce the value of the 0.05 microfarad capacitor C1 or you will likely destroy the transistor (Q1).  Q1 can be any type of PNP bi-

polar transistor.  If a lower battery voltage is used or the battery’s internal resistance is reduced, in some setups oscillation destabilizes. 

If this is the case, as noted in the "bird chirp" configuration, a 100 ohm resistor could be put in series with the battery. 
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       This circuit has more productive uses than making (unrealistic) animal noises. As a 'sound-factory', other electronics applications 

may benefit from unique audio cues, such as alarms. All parts should be available from Fouraker Electronics or Radio Shack, and the 

audio output transformer I used is a Radio Shack (part number) [273-1380].  Any type of tweeter or low wattage PA speaker can be 

used. If you want another interesting effect to experiment with, try gently pressing your finger into the speaker cone to restrict its 

vibrations to various degrees and you'll notice that the bird chirping repetitions may change its timing frequency!  Doing so changes the 

characteristic impedance of TI's secondary (output) and, through transformer action, the double inductor portion of the Hartley oscillator 

tank, consisting of T1's primary coil (with its center tap) and C2, changes inductance and thus changes the oscillation frequency.    

       Go ahead and invite your youngsters up to the workbench and have a little fun with this circuit. Drive your spouse and pets nuts! 

 

So… Where Can I Find Parts?   -   It’s an age-old question, but you have sources, even in our town! 

 Fouraker Electronics – You still have a ‘home town’ shop for your electronics 
hobby needs!  (I know this is an obvious plug…) If they don’t have it in stock; they can 
get it in for you.  Fouraker Electronics has been a family owned and operated business 
since was started by Ichabod Fouraker Jr. in 1976 and is now operated at locations in 
three different cities by his sons. In fact, I myself remember making trips to Fouraker as 
a kid with my father during his many TV-repair parts hunts. Nowadays their focus is on 
providing equipment for voice, data, and security systems to various clients including 
government, industrial, hospital, educational, commercial. So their in-store parts 
selection is mostly representative. Though,  there has been a recent increase in college 

student activity and their parts selection has grown because of it.   I'd say they already offer vastly more than can be found at the retail 
Radio Shack stores - and they do carry a good selection of capacitors.  Many of the parts hanging on the walls include everything from 
switches to potentiometers, and a vast selection of tools required to build any kit or home brew circuit.  And yes, there is 'more in the 
back' - so just ask.  But like I said, if they don't have it, they can get it in for you quick!   It’s also not too uncommon to run into old ham 
buddies while visiting.  Fouraker Electronics is located a half-mile south of the TCC campus across the street from LCSO at 572-D 

Appleyard Drive in Tallahassee, Florida.  Say hi to Ichabod and tell ‘em Mike sent ya! 

Radio Shack -  Believe it or not, you can still find a wealth of electronics components at the ‘good old trusty’. Though, not the 
“CB’er’s paradise” it was in the ‘70’s and ‘80’s, Radio Shack has made a small comeback in recent years to include more component 
choices. They even carry a line of Arduino and micro-processor boards with many accessories.  Their strong suit seems to lie with 
‘cabinet’ parts such as switches and connectors, and they also have a fair selection of fixed resistors, but it still pales to the mountains 
of cell phones and chargers that are their modern ‘meat and potatoes’. They do have a very poor selection of capacitors and some of 
the more common semiconductors.  A look at their online site: www.radioshack.com allows you to actually see if a component you’re 
looking for is in stock at your favorite location, but still, even their ‘on-line’ parts selection is not representative of what the great store of 
ages past used to be.   By the way, I’ve noticed the parts selection at the W. Tennessee St. location to be a little more robust. 

Mouser & Digi-Key - If the kit-building / home brew bug has hit you, you’re already aware of the nearly countless on-line sites that 
specialize in electronics components. There are also many kit companies available as well.  www.mouser.com and www.digikey.com 
are two ‘brick and mortar’ giants of the past that are thriving today through on-line sales. You can still order their pulp catalogs of their 
virtually endless supply of parts, each six inches thick!  But I suggest simply using their on-line search pages.  Finding just the right part 
to order can be daunting, but they usually provide links to manufacturer’s specifications PDF’s to help you decide on the finer details.  
You should have no problem finding that hard-to-find part at an extremely minimal price, but keep in mind that each company has a 
minimal order of $20-$25, however there’s no limit on the number of a particular part.  I suggest always getting ten of whatever you’re 
ordering which will help build your own personal inventory for the future and also cut down on future shipping costs.  There’re more 
companies specializing in different electronics niches, so a little on-line research goes a long way. 

Where in the heck do I find TOROID CORES? - This is the golden question every serious ham delving into radio design 
eventually asks.  Radio Shack doesn’t sell them, and you’d be hard-pressed to find them at Mouser and Digi-Key. The fact of the matter 
is that toroid cores intended for amateur radio use are only typically sought after by hams.  Well the ‘where?’ is a magic question that 
opens a torrent of options: There are actually many manufacturers and suppliers waiting to bless every ham with his or her own toroid 
cores for whatever they’re building.  Here are some of the major sources to try: www.amidoncorp.com, www.fair-rite.com, 
http://kitsandparts.com, http://palomar-engineers.com, www.micrometals.com, and www.cwsbytemark.com. Some of the suppliers sell 
cores for little as 30 cents, as long as you meet their $20-$25 minimums, so order a few of the more commonly used core types. Toroid 
inductors are actually easier to make than you think.  I think the lack of common availability has been what has thrown many hams off 
the quest for home brewing radio projects. But there are a few sites out there such as http://toroids.info/ that not only have online 
winding and inductance calculators, but industry specs for assisting you in ‘rolling your own’.  In case you’re interested, Radio Shack 
sells enamel coated ‘bell wire’ [278-1345] perfect for winding inductors. 

       Well, from this ham’s point of view, there really aren’t too many excuses not to commit to that electronics project you’ve been dying 

to build. I think the selection is better than ever… So just a reminder: The weekend is here – go and build something! 

73! DE Mike, K4ICY k4icy@arrl.net 
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Ham History    Great Moments in Amateur Radio History 

TARS’s own Theo Titus, K4MVL – Radio-Active Even as a Youth! 

Theo – “This article represents a long 

time involvement in amateur radio 

emergency communications. I’ve shared 

the photo previously but never had the 

article to go with it.  Somewhere, I have a 

copy of the original newspaper article 

myself (or maybe had is more 

appropriate) and have been looking for it 

for many years. I am trying to pin down 

the actual date of publication but it was 

around late 1957 to early 1958. Ed Kelly 

(the author of the article) was the editor of 

The Thomasville Times-Enterprise at the 

time of the photo. It was made in my 

hamshack which occupied one corner of 

my bedroom in my family's home in 

Thomasville. The rig there was a Heath 

DX-35 (60 watts AM) with external VF-1 

VFO and a Hammarlund HQ100 receiver. 

I still have all three components although 

none are currently functional. Time has 

taken its toll on them as well as the other 

participants in the photo.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  
 

 
 

The caption reads: “HAM RADIO OPERATORS GET ALERT 

MESSAGE – John Huggin, Theo Titus Shown Getting Report – 

Modern-Day Paul Reveres” 

 
John Huggins currently resides in Baldwin County Alabama 
 
 
 
 
If you have any historical articles or photos highlighting great 
amateur radio events or memories of the past, consider submitting 
them to The Printed Circuit. 
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The Printed Circuit    Newsletter Resources – It’s your newsletter, it’s your voice. 

 
Topics of Interest  -  Submissions to The Printed Circuit 

 
10 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD SUBMIT TOPICS OF INTEREST TO THE TARS NEWSLETTER: 
 

• You know of a future event that would be of interest to hams. i.e.: Swapmeets, HamFests, Gatherings, etc. 
• You’re interested in a new digital mode and would like more hams to know about it. 
• Found a blog or web-site that’s choc-full-o ham goodness. 
• Have an opinion that needs to be expressed: positive and/or negative. 
• You would like to submit an article – on any topic useful to ham operators, the public, or ham radio in general. 
• You have great pics to show off: taken at recent events, on your adventures, your shack, whatever… 
• You have homebrew circuits or maybe you have something you built that other hams would like to see. 
• Ham-related cartoons, sardonic commentary – nothing slanderous or mean-spirited. 
• Information on upcoming contests and DX spots… 
• Elmer advice, training, educational information, and anything beneficial to the progression of the radio art. 

 
 
      Readers are encouraged to submit items of interest for publication. Submitted articles (are suggested) to 
be no more than three pages in length unless absolutely necessary. Content may (and most likely will) be 
edited for content and grammar. TARS officers and the newsletter editor reserve the right to determine which 
items will be included in The Printed Circuit. The deadline for publication is the 20th of the month.  The 
publication date will be around one week prior to the next business meeting and changes and error corrections 
are allowed up to that instance. If you are reading this line then maybe you actually care about what goes into 
The Printed Circuit. And maybe you should consider writing something for it too.  You’d be surprised by how 
many readers might actually appreciate your wisdom and experience! 
 
 
      Remember the Pictures!. If you’ve taken pictures at an event and would like to submit them for possible 
inclusion in the newsletter, forward them to the newsletter editor. Got pics of your rigs and shacks you want to 
show off?  We’ll gladly publish them in this newsletter! 
 
 

  Disclaimer 
The Printed Circuit is not representative of, or 
ultimately responsible for the views or opinions 
of the whole organization, and such views and 
opinions expressed herein are of the individual 
author(s). 

 

  Updates of Information 
If you are aware of any updates, changes or corrections to any of the information 
in this newsletter such as information about Our Neighbors, Local Nets or 
Repeaters, please forward that information to us at 
TallyAmateurRadio@Gmail.com for inclusion in future newsletters. Corrections and 
additions cannot be reflected until the following month’s edition. 

   E-mail Addresses 

 
      Please forward any additions or changes of e-mail addresses for delivery of the Newsletter to: 
TallyAmateurRadio@Gmail.com . or Mike Maynard, K4ICY (Editor) at k4icy@arrl.net 
 
Also, notify us if you wish to no longer receiver the newsletter and would like to have your address 
removed. 

 
All content within this publication is copyright © 2013 Tallahassee Amateur Society, Inc. – All Rights Reserved. 
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Regional Clubs    And Organizations 

 

 

Thomasville Amateur Radio Club (TARC) http://thomasvilleamateurradioclub.com/ 
Meetings: The first Saturday of each month at 7:30 p.m. at Morningside Methodist Church, 
2007 Smith Avenue, Thomasville, Georgia 

 

Net: TARC Thursday Night Net – 8 pm local every Thursday night, 147.195 repeater, + offset, with a 141.3 PL tone. 

 
South West GA ARES   Net – 9 pm every Thursday night, 145.170 Repeater, - offset, 141.3 PL tone. 
 

Sportsman's Paradise Amateur Radio Club (SPARC) 
Meetings: Third Thursday of each month at the Wakulla County Emergency Management Facility at 7:30 pm. 
 

Jefferson County 
Net: Monday evening at 8:00 pm on the Monticello, WX4JEF, 145.43 repeater; 94.8 PL tone. 
 

  
    The Military Auxiliary Radio System (MARS) is a United States Department of Defense 

sponsored program, established as a separately managed and operated program by the United 

States Air Force, Army and Navy/Marine Corp. The program is a civilian auxiliary consisting 

primarily of licensed amateur radio operators who are interested in assisting with communications 

on a local, national, and international basis as an adjunct to normal communications. 
 

    It is up to the individual Ham to select one of the MARS services. Although we have slightly different structures and 

separate reporting chains of command, we all work together. Members of one service can participate on the frequencies 

and the nets of a sister service. In addition we have specific 'Joint Services Interoperability Nets'. 
 

Membership eligibility: 
 

• Be 17 years of age or older. (Signature of parent or legal guardian is required when an applicant is under 18 years of age.) 

• Be a United States Citizen or resident alien. (Possess a valid amateur radio license issued by the FCC) 

• Possess a station capable of operating on MARS VHF and/or HF frequencies. 

• Agree to operate a minimum of 12 hours per calendar quarter with 6 hours being on VHF and or HF networks. 

 

For further information contact one of the three Florida State MARS Directors or visit one of the services web sites: 

http://www.navymars.org/       http://www.netcom.army.mil/mars/       http://www.afmars.org/USAF_MARS_Today.shtml 

 

QCWA • The Big Bend Chapter of the Quarter Century Wireless Association, Inc. 

       Was your original amateur radio license granted in or before 1988? 

Then the Quarter Century Wireless Association, (QCWA) is for you. A 

local chapter has been established for the Tallahassee-Thomasville area.  

QCWA members, active or not are invited to join.  This chapter is social 

only and meets quarterly, alternating between meeting in Tallahassee and 

Thomasville. Except for national dues, there are no dues for our chapter. 

 

 

     If interested please email Gerry Gross, WA6POZ wa6poz@arrl.net 

or phone 850-877-8134. 
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     Morse Code Practice Net -  Monday-Friday 8:30 P.M. on 28.180 Mhz CW 

 

Wanna Learn Code? 

Since there’s no longer a ‘code requirement’ – you can learn at your own pace! 

      Are you new to this whole Morse Code thing?  Have you 

always wanted to try it found but found it hard to learn even a 

few characters?  There a FREE online Morse Code training 

tool which can not only teach you code but get you copying 

faster.  Sign-up is free and you learn in your own web 

browser.  LCWO.net teaches with the Koch Method of 

learning, where you train by learning to copy from ‘sound’, 

and you progress with new characters ONLY with proficiency. 

Over 20,000 users registered and many now operate on CW! 

Koch Method Morse Course, in your web browser! 
Speed Training, Text to CW, Stats, Forum… 

 

 

       Try the G4FON Koch Method CW Trainer. If you don’t have ready 

access the net, this program will do the trick.  Learn at your own pace 

with customized settings to change speed, tone, QSB fading, QRM 

from other ops, and more! You can copy from custom TXT files and 

even include your own custom characters and pro-signs! Thousands of 

successful CW ops have used the G4FON trainer – and you can too! 

 

       Visit http://www.g4fon.net/ and download the ‘Koch CW Trainer 

Version 9’ today!  And YES, IT IS FREE! 

 

Don’t give up!  It’s the QUALITY of your copying/sending that counts, 

not the SPEED.  Learn it one letter at a time and practice 15 min daily! 

 

 

A Place for You to Practice! 

The 10-Meter Morse Code (CW) Practice Net is Still a Viable Concept 

       The Morse Code Practice Net was active until about 2009, however TARS would again like any of you that are not 

quite ready for ‘prime time’ to consider trying it out.  So far, since this has been talked about, there hasn’t been any activity 

yet, but the frequency, time and place are still available – All it takes is two hams to make a contact and enjoy a good 

QSO!  First operator on simply sends a ‘CQ’ to get things started, but keep an ear our between 8:30-9:00. 

• The Frequency: 28.180 CW (10 Meter Band) 
• The Time: 8:30 P.M. EDT (Try through 9 pm) 
• Night: Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 
• Mode: CW,  Speed: 13 WPM and Below 
• Talk-In: 147.030 Repeater 

       Though code proficiency is no longer required by 

the FCC, many hams still desire to know how to copy 

and send CW.  All they may need is a ‘SAFE PLACE’ 

where they don’t have to worry about speed and 

accuracy – a place to learn those things through 

experience and practice.  And learn how to QSO too! 
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Repeaters    Capital Area Region 

 

 

Location County Call Sign 
Backup 
Power 

Digital 
Mode 

Output 
Freq PL Aux or Remote Site Height 

Crawfordville Wakulla K4WAK No  145.450 - 94.8  300 

Crawfordville Wakulla K4WAK Yes   444.450 + 94.8   400 

                  

Greensboro Gadsden K4GFD Unk   147.390 + 94.8   300 

         

Monticello Jefferson WX4JEF Unk  145.430 - 94.8  Unk 

                  

Quincy Gadsden W4EAF Yes   147.165+ 94.8   250 

                  

Tallahassee Leon N4PG Yes   146.610 - 203.5   200 

Tallahassee Leon AE4S Yes   146.655 - 94.8   600 

Tallahassee Leon K4TLH Yes P-25 146.910 - 94.8   375 

Tallahassee Leon K4TLH Yes   147.030 + 94.8   750 

Tallahassee Leon KA4EOC Yes   147.285 + 94.8   350 

Tallahassee Leon K4TLH Yes   442.100 + 94.8 Statewide links with: 

Lake City 444.9 / 110.9 

Yulee 442.9 / 127.3 

Jacksonville 444.2 / 127.3 

Madison 444.3 / 94.8 

Ft. Lauderdale 442.85 / 110.9 

600 

Tallahassee Leon K4TLH No   442.850 + 94.8   275 

Tallahassee Leon KJ4G Yes   443.400 + 131.8 Host of Echolink Node #3950  575 

Tallahassee Leon AE4S Yes   443.950 + 94.8   500 

Tallahassee Leon N4NKV Yes   444.400 + 131.8   CRMC 
(200) 

Tallahassee Leon KD4MOJ Yes   444.000 94.8   TMH 
(200) 

Tallahassee Leon NF4DG Yes D-Star 146.835 - DV   180  

Tallahassee Leon NF4DG Yes D-Star 443.450 + DV   180  

Tallahassee Leon NF4DG Yes D-Star 1293 - DV   180   

Tallahassee Leon NF4DG Yes D-Star 1253 DD   180   

                  

Wacissa Jefferson K4TLH No   147.000 94.8   300 

         

Reno Georgia KE4URL Yes  145.170 - 141.3  600 

 

The Repeater list is available on the TARS website (www.k4tlh.net/repeaters).  
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Regional Nets     

 
 

North Florida Amateur Radio 
   EmComm Net 

Daily • 9:00 AM EST 
except Sunday 

3950 kHz 

Capital District 
  EmComm Training Net 

Sunday • 7:30 PM EST 147.030 MHz, K4TLH 
+ 600, 94.8 

Capital District ARES Net Sunday • 8 PM EST 147.030 MHz, K4TLH 

Leon County ARES Net Tuesday • 8 PM EST 147.030 MHz, K4TLH 

Florida Phone Traffic Net Daily • 6:55 AM EST 3940 kHz 

Florida Midday Traffic Net Daily • Noon EST 7242 kHz 

North Florida Phone Net Daily • 7:30 PM EST 3950 kHz 

TARC Thursday Night Net Thursday • 8 PM EST 147.195 MHz, + 600, 141.3  

TARC Kid’s Net Tuesday • 8 PM EST 147.195 MHz, + 600, 141.3 

Morse Code Practice Net  
(Informal / Open) 

Tues-Thurs 
8:30 PM EST 

28.180 MHz CW Mode 

Jefferson County Net Monday • 8:00 PM EST 145.430 MHz, WX4JEF, 
94.8 

Morning Drive-Time Net 
 (Informal with KA5USN) 

Mon-Fri 
7:30 – 9:00 AM EST 

147.030 MHz, K4TLH 

Southwest Georgia HF 
Weather Net 

Third Thursday 
7:30 PM EST 

(or after GA SSB Net) 
WX4TAE, 3975 kHz (+/-) 

SKYWARN NET  (See below) 
First Sunday 
7:30 PM EST 

WX4TAE, 3810 kHz (+/-) 

 
 
SKYWARN • Join in the ARES/SKYWARN Net on the first Sunday of every month at 7:30 PM (1930 hours) 
EST.  The net starts at 3810 KHz on 75 meters (+/- for QRM), after initial check-in, operators attempt to trade 
R/S reports with WX4TAE. The net then moves to (QSY) to 40 meters on or around 7245 KHz and continues 
there. Later at 8:00 PM (2000 hours) EST. on the K4TLH 147.030 MHz repeater, the weekly Capital Area 
ARES net meets for its weekly net where during the call for special business, we are joined by station 
WX4TAE, at the National Weather Service Office in Tallahassee where one of the staff meteorologists joins us 
to provide a retrospective on the weather situation and patterns for the previous month as well as a brief 
seasonal forecast. The floor is then opened to questions to the meteorologist. You do NOT have to be an 
ARES or SWYWARN member and the net is great practice for your emergency-ready HF station. 

 
 

 

 

• Have any corrections or additions?  Contact Mike, K4ICY: k4icy@arrl.net prior to the 20
th
 of the month. 
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Ham Happenings    On-Air Events of Interest  •  Submitted by Gerry Gross, WA6POZ 

 
Contest and QSO Parties 

01 Mar  0200Z - 0330Z    QRP Fox Hunt  (also Mar 6, 8) 

        0100Z - 0230Z    for Mar 13, 15, 20, 22, 27, 29   http://www.qrpfoxhunt.org/winter_rules.htm 

02 Mar   0000Z   2400Z   03 Mar ARRL Inter. DX Contest, SSB  http://www.arrl.org/arrl-dx 

06 Mar  2300Z - 2300Z   07 Mar  AWA John Rollins Memorial DX Contest  

09 Mar   2300Z - 2300Z, 10 Mar                    http://www.antiquewireless.org/pdf/AWA_2012-2013_Event_Schedule.pdf 

09 Mar  1900Z - 1900Z, 10 Mar  Idaho QSO Party  http://idahoarrl.info/qsoparty/rules.htm 

10 Mar  0000Z - 0400Z      North American Sprint, RTTY  http://www.ncjweb.com/sprintrules.php 

10 Mar  1800Z - 0100Z 11 Mar Wisconsin QSO Party  http://www.warac.org/wqp/wiqp_rules.htm 

16 Mar  1600Z - 1800Z Field Hell Sprint        https://sites.google.com/site/feldhellclub/Home/contests/sprint-rules 

17 Mar  0000Z - 0400Z North American Sprint, SSB  http://www.ncjweb.com/sprintrules.php 

21 Mar  0030Z - 0230Z NAQCC Straight Key/Bug Sprint  http://naqcc.info/sprint201303.html 

30 Mar  0000Z - 2400Z 31 Mar CQ WW WPX Contest, SSB  http://www.cqwpx.com/rules.htm 

 

 Z= UTC;  L-local  –  Contests and QSO Parties Source”  QST & WA7BMW 

 

DX 

From To  Prefix Call  Info  

 

14-Aug  01-Jul   RI1F  RI1FJ        

14-Aug  31-Mar    T6  T6MO     

01-Sep  31-Mar   T6  LZ1CNN     

09-Nov  09-Mar   4S  4S7KKG       

17-Jan 10-Mar  6W 6W2SC 

25-Jan 10-Mar  J5 J5UAP 

25-Jan  10-Mar   6W/J5  6W2SC/J5UAP  

01-Feb   25-Mar    FG   FG/F6ITD  

01-Feb   31-Mar    XT   XT1T             http://www.i2ysb.com/idt/index.php?option=com_content&view=featured&Itemid=101 

06-Feb   08-Mar    J3   J38RF   

10-Feb   02-Mar    J5   J52HF    http://www.ari.verona.it/veronadxteam/en/  

17-Feb   03-Mar    FG   TO22C  

20-Feb   03-Mar    A3   A31WH   http://www.qrz.com/db/DJ9KH 

20-Feb   02-Mar    HS   HS0ZJF/9  

20-Feb   21-Mar    V4   V47JA  

20-Feb   14-Mar    VP2M  VP2MRS +    

22-Feb   06-Mar    6W   6V7T     

22-Feb   02-Mar    XT   XT2AEF +    

24-Feb   11-Mar    PJ2  PJ2/DL5AXX        http://www.dl5axx.de/dxlog/default.aspx?Logid=75 

25-Feb  25-May     HR   HR5/F2JD      http://lesnouvellesdx.fr/voirlogs.php 

27-Feb  18-Mar     TA   TA4/DJ7RJ     

27-Feb  05-Mar     V3   V31AC +     

27-Feb  04-Mar     VP2V  VP2V/KE2VB 

01-Mar  08-Mar     9M6  9M6/N6MUF     

01-Mar  10-Mar     FO/C  TX5K       http://www.cordell.org/CI/index.html 

01-Mar  31-Mar     V3  V31BE  +  

01-Mar  01-Mar     VP8/H  RI1ANU     

02-Mar  03-Mar     8P  8P1V     

02-Mar  03-Mar    C6A C6ANM +    

02-Mar  03-Mar     FY  FY5KE +    

02-Mar  03-Mar     GJ  GJ2A     

02-Mar  17-Mar     IS0  II0ICH +     
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From To  Prefix Call  Info 

 

02-Mar  03-Mar     KH6  NH7A     

02-Mar  03-Mar     KP2  NP2N     

02-Mar  03-Mar     OH0  OH0X     

02-Mar  16-Mar     PA  PD5MVH/p 

02-Mar  17-Mar     PJ7  PJ7AA      http://www.clublog.org/charts/?c=PJ7AA 

02-Mar  03-Mar     TI  TI8M     

02-Mar  03-Mar     V2  V26M +     

02-Mar  03-Mar     VP9  VP9/W6PH     

03-Mar  17-Mar     P4  P4/WA2NHA     

04-Mar  13-Mar     9X  9X0NH     

05-Mar  20-Mar     J3  J34G     

07-Mar  03-Apr     CT3  CT3/DL3KWF +      

07-Mar  13-Mar     VP5  VP5/W1UL +     

08-Mar  25-Mar     H44  H44G      http://www.dl7df.com/h4/index.php 

08-Mar  17-Mar     J7  J79GV     

08-Mar  22-Mar     PJ2  PJ2/AA1M +    

08-Mar  13-Mar     YB  YB4IR      

09-Mar  10-Mar     GD  GB5CC     

09-Mar  17-Mar     YB  YE6A       www.mdxc.org/oc-245 

09-Mar  10-Mar     ZF  ZF2XF     

10-Mar  18-Mar     1S  9M4SLL      

10-Mar  29-Mar     FS  FS/DK5ON     

10-Mar  29-Mar     PJ7  PJ7/DK5ON     

12-Mar  23-Mar     H40  H40T       http://www.dl7df.com/h4/index.php 

13-Mar  18-Mar     KP2  KI3DNN/KP2 +     

13-Mar  23-Mar     T2  T2GM      www.t2gm.org 

14-Mar  20-Mar     ZL7  ZL7LC     http://www.qrz.com/db/ZL7LC 

15-Mar  23-Mar     PJ7  PJ7/AA4VK +    

16-Mar  23-Mar     G  GX5MW/P      

19-Mar  02-Apr     T2  T2/NL8F     

20-Mar  27-Mar     CE0Y  XR0YG     https://secure.clublog.org/charts/?c=XR0YG 

22-Mar  08-Apr     A2 A2/K5LBU group     

22-Mar  29-Mar     E6  E6RQ +    

25-Mar  12-Apr     FH  TO7BC     http://www.qslnet.de/member/dl7bc/en_TO7BC.htm 

26-Mar  16-Apr     A3  A3EAQ     http://sp5drh.com/a3eaq 

26-Mar  03-Apr     CU  CS8/PD9DX +     

26-Mar  03-Apr     P4  P41P        http://www.df7zs.de 

29-Mar  01-Apr     KH2  W3JH/KH2     

30-Mar  31-Mar     GJ  MJ2Z     

30-Mar  31-Mar     GW  GW100C     

30-Mar  31-Mar     KP2  WP2Z     

30-Mar  31-Mar     P4  P40Z     

30-Mar  13-Apr     VK9C  VK9C/G      

30-Mar  31-Mar     ZF  ZF2AE/ZF8     

30-Mar  31-Mar     ZL  ZL3X     

+ more than 1 operator/call  DX sources - The Daily DX, 425 DX News, or DX Zone 

 

 

Gerry, WA6POZ  wa6poz@comcast.net  
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The TARS Trading Post    Equipment and Services 

  
Equipment Available for loan from TARS 
 
If you are interested in temporarily borrowing or procuring TARS radio 
equipment, or have good and working equipment to donate to TARS - 
email Steve at ad4e@arrl.net  
 

• MFJ 259 antenna analyzer 

• MFJ 949C VersaTuner II Antenna Tuner 
 
 

 
2-Meter vertical coaxial antenna, commercially 
made w/ coax $25 
2 - ten foot 1-1/2 inch aluminum masts 
$15 for both. 
Rotary Antenna Switch (coax) for 6 antennas 
$25 
Heath Cantenna KW dummy load $20 
 

Contact: Paul, W4HVD at 850-892-4309 

 

 

Speaker System 

Altec Lansing VS4121 Speaker system (2.1) with 

sub-woofer for laptops, desktops, iPhones, iPads, 

Android phones and tablets, etc.   I no longer need 

this system and am selling for $30   Contact Chief at: 

KA5USN@outlook.com 

 
 

CALL SIGN (or anything) embroidered, screen 

printed, or applied in vinyl 

Contact Marshall Griffiss, N4DOG of Stitching by 

Design    Locally owned and operated. 

n4dog@comcast.net   Phone: (850)391-4967   

www.stitchingbydesign.net 

 

 

If you have personal amateur radio items that you would 

like to sell or need, we will publish short requests in the 

newsletter, subject to editorial review.  Please send your 

requests to the newsletter editor (Mike Maynard K4ICY) at 

k4icy@arrl.net  by the 15th of the month. 

 ICOM Rigs:  GREAT DEALS!!! 

 
ICOM IC-7000 
Mobile HF/UHF/VHF Transceiver: 

160 m - 440 Mhz (HF/UHF/VHF), 

SSB/CW/Digital (100 Watts), 

stuffed to the gills with advanced features! 

 

Extras Include: 

• Power Cable 

• Mic 

• Beautiful, feature-packed 7” Ext. Display 

• 2 Mobile Head Brackets 

• 2 Mobile-To-Head Brackets 

• CAT Cable 

• Turbo-Tuner for Tarheel Antenna 

Asking ONLY $1000.00  FOR ALL! 

 

 

ICOM IC-2820 
D-STAR Radio 

with D-STAR Board. 

$750 
 

ICOM IC-7000 
D-STAR Radio 

without  D-STAR Board. 

NEW IN BOX!  $500 

 

 

If interested, email Norm Scholer, K4GFD at 

k4gfd@tds.net or call: 850-251-6430 
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Minutes    on record for the preceding TARS business meeting – February 7th, 2013 

Compiled and Submitted by Brady Lyon, KJ4YSP 

 

 

The TARS business meeting was held at the American Red Cross facility on Thursday, February 7, 2013. 

CALL to ORDER at 7:05 p.m. 

 President Dan Moniz, KI4HGO, opened the meeting welcoming the 28 members in attendance. 

 

INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS:  Christa Bingel, KK4OAE 

 

GUEST SPEAKER:  Vice President, Mike Maynard, K4ICY, introduced the evening’s speaker: 

Gerry Gross, WA6POZ, provided a compilation of amateur radio videos produced by Hollywood producer and director 

Dave Bell, W6AQ. Shown was “The World of Amateur Radio” on the topic of the uses and benefits of ham radio, 

connecting families in the military, mobile communications, event directing (such as parades), face to face video 

communication, satellites, education and even an interview with the late King Hussein of Jordan, JY1, an avid amateur 

radio operator. “Ham Radio Today” featured the late Walter Cronkite, KB2GSD, describing amateur radio’s value in 

supporting disaster relieve and in emergency communications, from “9/11” to wildfires and earthquakes - the world’s only 

‘fail-safe’ communications system in the world. 

 Mike Maynard, K4ICY, presents his QRP battery saver packed in an Altoid’s tin. 

 

BREAK:  at 8:00 p.m.  No ‘50/50’ held. 

 

TREASURER’S REPORT:    Nick Adams, W4EAF  - As stated in January 2013’s The Printed Circuit. 

                                               Payment of 2013 TARS Dues commences. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS:  8:25 p.m. 

CW Practice Net,  GOTA-Day,  Jump-Kit Show Night,  Tars Dues. 

             TARS President, Dan Moniz, KI4HGO expressed his heartfelt thanks to the membership, and expressed that he 

will not plan to run for re-election as his health has become a major concern. 

 

COMMITTEE REPORTS:  at 8:35 p.m. 

• Education:  Ivan Cook, W4FWL, discussed the upcoming General License course slated for the 

                     weekend of the 23
rd

 in mid-February. 

• Repeaters:  Randy Pierce, AG4UU, gave the status on the repeaters. 

• Testing:  Alan Terrell, N4KGT, reported that 100% of the Technician course passed. Testing in April… 

• Field Day:  The Red Cross was discussed as a possible location.   

 

The meeting was adjourned at 8:45 p.m.   
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TARS Treasurer’s Report    for February 2013 

Compiled by Nick Adams, W4EAF, TARS Treasurer 

 

Beginning balance January 22, 2013: 

 

 Checking Account:                      $  519.24   

 Savings Account:                          1090.91 

            $1690.15  

 

Summary of month’s activities: 

          Total receipts for the month   $  350.00 

          Total Expenses for the month     $    93.67 

 

       

Receipts derived from the following: 

 

          $ 350.00 Member dues 

$ 350.00 Total   

 

Expenditures:  

$ 61.25 Annual Corporation Renewal, State of Florida 

   32.42 Talquin Electric, February 

Total  $262.02 

 

Outstanding Expenses: 

 None 

 

Ending Balances on February 13, 2013: 

   Checking Account:           $  775.57 

            Savings Account:              1090.96  

                            Total                           $ 1866.53 

 

             12 Members renewed or joined since last report. 

             10 Individual 

               2 Family memberships 

      0 Students 

 

Notes:  The renewals include two donations totaling $40.00.  Thanks. 

 

    Paperwork for 2013 has been filed with the IRS confirming our continuing 

 status as a not-for-profit organization. 
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The Amateur’s Code    Written by Paul M. Segal, W9EEA, in 1928 

 

 The Radio Amateur is... 

CONSIDERATE 
Never knowingly operates in such a way as to lessen the pleasure of others. 

 
LOYAL 

Offers loyalty, encouragement, and support to other amateurs, local clubs, and the 
American Radio Relay League, through which Amateur Radio in the United States is 

represented nationally and internationally. 

 
PROGRESSIVE 

Progressive with knowledge abreast of science, a well-built and efficient station 
and operation above reproach. 

 
FRIENDLY 

Slow and patient in operating when requested; friendly advice and counsel to the 
beginner; kindly assistance, cooperation and consideration for the interest of others. 

These are the hallmarks of the amateur service. 

 
BALANCED 

Radio is an avocation, never interfering with duties 
owed to family, job, school, church or community. 

 
PATRIOTIC 

A station and skill always ready for service to country and community. 
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Tallahassee Amateur Radio Society 
New Membership / Renewal Form 

 
This form can be used for new members or for renewals. If you have not changed any information from last 
year, merely make payment to TARS. Complete the form with your name and indicate your member type and 
ARRL membership status. For Family status, complete a form for each member. 
 

 
 
You need not be a licensed amateur radio operator to join the Society. An interest in radio communications is 
all that is required.  
 
Membership dues for the Tallahassee Amateur Radio Society run $15 annually per individual or family. 
 
Students (with valid ID) can join for free!  
 
New members pay a reduced prorated amount based on the number of months remaining in the calendar year 
($1.25 per month). Renewing members pay $15 dues; except after July, dues become $7.50. After September, 
they drop to $5.00. 
 
Please make your dues check payable to the Tallahassee Amateur Radio Society (or TARS). Bring your check 
with the additional information to the next monthly meeting of the Society and give it to the Treasurer, or mail 
your check and this form to the Tallahassee Amateur Radio Society, C/O Treasurer, P. O. Box 37127, 
Tallahassee, FL, 32315. 
 
If you are interested in becoming a member of the American Radio Relay League (ARRL), their dues are $39 
annually and includes a subscription to QST Magazine, that is published both by mail and in an online format. 
Go to http://www.arrl.org/join.html for membership in the ARRL.  TARS is an ARRL sanctioned organization. 
 


